
In the early hours
of the morning the
offices of the Frigarian
Pinnacle were
confiscated by a cadre
of women in bright
scarlet uniform and
stripped of all papers
and materials. Inquiries
to the lithe woman in
command an individual
with an old scar across
one eye, were rebuked
firmly. The Scarlet
Dancer, as this paper
has taken to calling
her, offered no further
explanation for the
seizure and warned
that continued prying
would be dealt with far
more harshly.

Follow up inquiry
lead to city hall where
a clerk informed that a
filing irregularity had
listed the property as
vacant. When pressed

the unnamed source
voiced suspicions of
tampering with the
records but could
provide no leads.

The suggestion of
tampering with public
records without proof
would normally be
consigned to crank
theories. However
since the guard was
conspicuously absent
during the raid and
has offered no
assistance since,
conclusions arise.

As we do not
inhabit the world of
dime-store novels,
staff of the Frigarian
Pinnacle have not
received any further
threats or altercations
with The Dancer or
any other members of
the scarlet troupe.

We at the Frigarian
Pinnacle can only
speculate at the
intent. An index of
missing materials
found most were
magical treaties and
research, but some
foreign posts for this
paper were usurped.

Since there has
been no official
sanctions and the
clergy have assured
the offices of the
Frigarian pinnacle
that they have no
issue this leads to one
chilling conclusion:
The Dancer and the
Scarlet Troupe are
operating outside the
law.

We at the Frigarian
Pinnacle will pursue
this story but seek
information to proper
compensation.
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BEWARE THE BRINY
WATERS OF THE
BEACH!!

As a newcomer to
these shores, I thought I
would warn others of the
very real and ghastly
dangers lurking from the
depths of the water. If
you happen to chance by
a lone male wading
naked run, run fast and
far, for he will try and
lure you into the very
water that left him to
mutate into a horrific
and terrifying horned
beast that will chase you
down least you are quick
and nimble, or lucky
enough to hide among
the caverns of the
waterfall. For me, I was
fortunate. I ran like the
wind for the safety of
the gates of Fragaria.
The only reason I
outdistanced the beast
was a brave sister who
engaged him in mortal
combat telling me to run,
so run I did. I've not
seen that brave, heroic
sister since. I can only
assume that the foul
beast dragged he dragged
her back to its' lair and
devoured her, or worse.

Woman of the
Week – Evalynn

If you seek a
good time look no
farther than Evalynn
du Navos.

Fond of drink
and trouble this
roguish woman only
occasionally pays for
all the booze she
imbeds, and usually
with stolen coin. If
the going gets tough
she’ll not stick
around but it’s fine,
she has contacts
everywhere and can,
eventually, for the
right price, get you
out.

A bit of advice:
Be careful carousing,
she’s handsy.

Diplomats
While perusing

the Crimson Dancer
reporters discovered
there are diplomats
for the two cities.
Historically diplomats
and embassies allow
states to minimize
conflict over differing
opinions and goals,
however this seems
unlikely to be the
case currently as the
diplomats reside
within their own
states.

Records show the
embassies were at
one point open in the
twin cities, but were
closed due to
‘religious and cultural
differences’. With
tensions cooling
perhaps now is the
time to try again.

What is your
opinion? Write in to
the offices of the
Pinnacle.

Sexy Wrestling
Nothing like a

festival to bring
people together and
the latest female
wrestling match by
the Guild of Solar
Lions was certainly
that. Drawing in a
large crowd the Guild
members should be
very proud of
themselves.

When speaking
with officials they
offered tantalizing
hints that further
events were coming.
An unconfirmed
report suggested the
possibility of both
endurance tickling
and spanking events
though no comment
when. The next
match will be Feb. 7

Genius Locus
The rolling dunes

of the southern
desert are a place of
extremes. Freezing at
night and burning
during the day, the
coarse sand blows
and smothers the city
in a silicate embrace.

Yet this harsh
landscape holds many
secrets, none more
mysterious than the
Genius Locus that
embodies it’s fickle
whims. Going by the
name Désirée this
sprit of the sands
grants wishes and
brings delight to the
people of the south
for the cryptic
purpose of drawing
more power.

Weather 
Frigaria retains a
brisk climate with a
chance of flurries in
the late evening.

Detective

Nyx Private 
Investigator

Experienced  
Private Eye

Problems solved.
Mysteries answered
Treasures uncovered

Mountain View 09



O is Orally Fixated , 
lips  and tongue  for 
you~ 
P is for a Plug , make 
sure it's a thick one, 
too~!
Q, you're our Queen , 
and we're so proud to 
serve . 
R for Romance , 
something we both 
deserve~
S, we Submit , our all 
belongs to you! 
T, such a Tease, and 
there's nothing we can 
do~!
U to Undress  for 
another scene to come. 
V, for Vibrators - just 
listen to them hum~!
W, Worship  for our 
Goddess dear Divine. 
X, triple timed,  a rating 
simply sublime
Y is for You, the most 
important piece~! 
Z means Zero Chance  
we'd ever want to be 
released~ 

Abi would let it be
known that the first
public dungeon is
now open. Sisters
may use Apartment
103 to play with their
slaves at any time.
All the amenities are
available from race
tracks and cages to
shackles and a lovely
bath for after care.
Collect a key from
the barrel inside.
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Auction

Captive 
Auctions

Enjoyable Evenings 
for Sale

By Code any 
unclaimed captives 
are to be auctioned

Frigarian Market

Tower of Sardica
Let’s return to the

tower of Sardica in
the eastern wilds and
what an explorer finds
when first entering.
The first floor hosts a
range of dangers, but
when you enter that
unassuming door you
are nearly always
confronted by
mephits. Frail beasts,
these creatures are
skilled with magic and

flutter about on tiny
wings. The red ones
delight in blinding
their opponents while
the white will be
happy to administer
little shocks.

A shield against
elemental damage will
negate most of their
oomph. Also try to get
close, it will allow you
to take swings when
they are casting. Turn
outsider is also a fine
trick to have on hand.

A is for Arm binders, 
laced up nice and tight~! 
B is for Ballet Boots, so 
we stumble just so 
right~
C is for Collars, we 
know we're all yours~ 
D is for Discipline, 
please Ma'am, give us 
more~!
E is for Eager as we are 
to please~ 
F is for Freedom, you'll 
take it with ease~ 
G is for Gags, any kind 
will do! 
H is for Hoods, and 
Harnesses too~ 
I is for Immobilized, by 
the binds that we wear! 
J is a bitch, but it just 
has to be there...
K is for Kisses , you'll 
get many of those~
L is for Latex , from 
head  to tippy-toes~ 
M has us Moaning in 
Masochistic bliss 
N is for Nudity - a sight 
you shouldn't miss~



String’s the thing
Fashion forum

continues to discuss the
hottest trends in town.

Sometimes the best
way to make a
statement is to be bold.
When heels aren’t
enough to draw
someone’s eyes it’s
hard to fail by baring
skin. Lace and leather,
expertly cut, and held
on by liberal amounts
of magic, can do
wonders for your
profile in any
gathering. The pressure
of all those stares will
help to keep on what
little material you
decide to accent with,
but be mindful of stray
hooks, nails and
pawing men least you
bare all.

Imbedding
Welcome back to

the housing guide
where we discuss the
latest tricks to getting
the most out of your
home. This week:
Imbedding.

The carpenters,
masons, artists and
other crafters of
Frigaria are quite
talented. The lucky
home owner has a
bounty to choose
from. However space
in apartments can be
a premium and many
items are designed
with the Mountain
View homes in mind.
So today we discuss
ways to conserve
space.

The armoires here
are a challenge to
acquire and provide
unrivalled storage.
They take up a
decent amount of
floor space however
and in this apartment
that’s too costly. The
clever home owner
has decided to imbed
them in a wall, just
enough to reduce
their foot print while
still having them
usable. As an added
bonus the white
colour contrasts
sharply.

This trick can be
used along the
exterior walls to
great effect but in
this example you can
really see it.

Dear Northern Sisters
(and other cuddles)

Alright ladies, I
need some suggestions.
I've seen the most
gorgeous hunk of sorta
human I've *ever* laid
eyes on, but can't get
his attention. He's
always surrounded by
the ladies or out
chasing them. How do I
get him to chase *me*?
I've even sent him
flowers! Come on, girls,
I need this boy to stand
still and smell my
roses!- Southern Ali

Him.
Southern Ali, I could
tell you patience is a
virtue but you seem
more interested in
vice. Getting a man’s
attention is usually
not hard, it’s keeping
it. That ‘sorta human’
has some potential,
many inhumans have
attractions to strange
scents and items,
perhaps it’s time to
perfume yourself?

Her
Southern Ali, your
query possesses a clear
logical solution which
is not trivial but
solvable. Take Heart.
Consider the women he
surrounds himself with.
Is there a discernible
pattern? If you want
his attention you may
need to divine what he
likes to get that craved
attention.

Her & Him


